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With Pro Feel Golf for iPhone and iPad, experience real-world
Published on 02/05/15
Behaviour Interactive today introduces Pro Feel Golf 1.6.0, the most realistic and
easy-to-play golf game for iOS. Offering a fresh approach to mobile golf games, Pro Feel
Golf features unique and innovative controls that allow accurate and realistic swings and
putts. With only a single finger, you can compete to become a golf champion! With the
latest mobile and touch technologies and seamlessly embedded social features, this golf
simulation is the perfect companion for golf enthusiasts.
Montreal, Quebec, Canada - Behaviour Interactive, the largest independent video game
development studio in Canada, is pleased to announce the release of Pro Feel Golf, the
most realistic and easy to play golf game ever created for iPhone and iPad. Pro Feel Golf
brings a fresh approach to mobile golf games with unique and innovative controls that
allow accurate and realistic swings and putts. With only a single finger, you can compete
to become a golf champion! With the latest mobile and touch technologies, seamlessly
embedded social features, and innovative controls, this golf simulation is the perfect
companion for golf enthusiasts.
"Most of the golf games available on mobile don't realistically convey the feeling of
playing live golf. With Pro Feel Golf, we wanted to create a very realistic golf game that
will please golf fans around the world," said Jimmy Gendron, VP Mobile Publishing. "We
also worked very hard on the controls to make Pro Feel Golf the most instinctive and easy
to play golf game on a touch screen."
About Pro Feel Golf:
Pro Feel Golf takes the golf simulation genre in a new direction, delivering revolutionary
controls, cutting-edge social features and a fresh, contemporary style that opens golf
gaming up to a wide new audience of casual and experienced golf fans! Built exclusively
for touch screens, Pro Feel Golf's innovative "one hand" control scheme replicates the
real -world actions of golf in a simplistic way never experienced before. The game's
portrait view and seamlessly embedded social features makes Pro Feel Golf the perfect
companion for all golf fans.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* 95.6 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Pro Feel Golf 1.6.0 is currently Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Games category. For more information, please visit Behaviour Interactive
online.
Behaviour Interactive:
http://www.bhvr.com/
Pro Feel Golf 1.6.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/pro-feel-golf/id865483884
YouTube Video (Promo):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pSHaQTXO_VM
Screenshot 1:
http://img.appular.com.s3.amazonaws.com/PFG-Scene1.jpg
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Founded in 1992, Behaviour Interactive is Canada's largest independent game developer,
employing 325 talented people in Montreal (Quebec) and Santiago (Chile). The studio's
objective is to deliver high-quality and commercially successful games, while staying on
the cutting-edge of the industry trends in the digital markets, and exploring fresh ideas
and connected experiences to keep players entertained. Our studios work with the
industry's top publishers and licensors, including Activision Blizzard, Bethesda, Cloud
Imperium, Disney, Dreamworks, EA, Games Workshop, Majesco, Microsoft, Nickelodeon,
Paramount, Pixar, Sony, Starbreeze, Ubisoft and Warner. All Material and Software (C)
Copyright 2015 Behaviour Interactive Inc. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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